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Abstract—We investigate the influence of annealing on the
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properties of a contact between graphene and metal (Au and Ni),
using circular transmission line model (CTLM) contact geometry.
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and Raman spectroscopy are
applied for characterization of the surface and interface properties.
Annealing causes a decrease of the metal-graphene contact resistance
for both Ni and Au.

Keywords—Graphene, Kelvin force probe microscopy, Raman
spectroscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N the last few years, various electronic applications for
graphene monolayers, exploiting their electrical, optical and
wide functional properties, were proposed [1]-[6]. Chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) grown graphene remains material of
choice for device fabrication due to promising electrical
properties and scalability for industrial fabrication [7], [8].
However, the bottle-neck for the applications is high electrical
resistance of the graphene/metal contacts. In addition, an
interaction between graphene and metal significantly modifies
electrical properties of graphene [9], [10].
In this work, we investigate two types of the contacts;
namely Au and Ni, known to be physisorbed and chemisorbed
with graphene. We study the influence of annealing on the
electrical parameters – contact resistance and sheet resistance
using CTLM geometry. In parallel, we investigate the
variations in the Raman spectra and the work function of the
surface. As we wet-transfer graphene layer on top of CTLM
patterns made of whether Au or Ni, the “top transfer” strategy
allows us to measure the effect of annealing with Raman and
KPFM on the same contacts. We anneal graphene on top of
metal contact at 300 °C in Ar for up to 2h in successive steps.
We then are able to directly relate the annealing induced
changes in the electrical resistance to the shifts of the Raman
peaks and changes in the metal work function, without the
need of additional processing steps to remove metal layers
[11].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We start by forming CTLM structures on SiO2/Si substrate
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with optical lithography, using AZ5214E resist. The diameter
of inner CTLM contact is 100 µm. The distance between inner
and outer contacts varies from 5 to 30 µm. We then sputter Au
or Ni layers – 100 nm for Au and 80 nm for Ni and perform
liftoff in AZ 100 remover. CVD monolayer graphene (from
Graphenea S. A.) film deposited on Cu substrate is wettransferred on SiO2/Si substrate using Acros Organics M. W.
35000 PMMA (polymethyl-methacrylate) polymer, using a
standard recipe [12]. First, we spincoat PMMA layer and dry
the samples at 150 °C temperature for 30 min. Then, we etch
Cu substrate with HCl:H2O2:H2O (5:2:30) solution for up to
20 min. We rinse the graphene/PMMA structure in DI water
for 3 x20 minutes and dip the substrate with CTLM pattern to
transfer graphene layer. Afterwards, PMMA is dissolved in
chloroform for 15 hours and rinsed with IPA. Graphene layer
transferred on metal contacts is illustrated in Fig. 1. The full
sample composition is as follows: Si/SiO2/Metal/Graphene.
Hence, in this article we use shorter abbreviation of the sample
structure – Metal/Graphene.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Graphene transferred on metal contacts (a) Sketch of single
layer graphene (SGL) transfer from Cu substrate to already formed
CTLM structure; (b) Optical image of graphene laying on CTLM
structure; SiO2 patterns in contact area allow to identify wrinkles and
cracked graphene regions

After the wet-transfer, we measure electrical, Raman and
Kelvin characteristics, noting which particular structure is
measured. We then anneal samples at 300 °C in Ar (purity
>=99.999%) using RTP-100-HW rapid thermal annealing
furnace, under 2 slm flow at ambient pressure. We flow 2 slm
Ar at ambient pressure. Cumulative annealing time is 124 min,
consisting of 4 min, 60 min, and 60 min successive durations.
After particular annealing step, electrical properties and
Raman spectra are measured on the same structure.
Electrical measurements are performed on Cascade
Microtech Summit 11000/12000 probe station, using Keithley
4200SCS parameter analyzer. Raman spectra are recorded
using Renishaw inVia spectrometer, using 633 nm (1.96 eV)
laser at 0.79 mW power. Raman scattering wavenumber axis
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the measured resistances of CTLM structures
with 30 µm distance between metal contacts before (0 min) and after
4, 64, and 124 min annealing (a) Ni/Graphene; (b) Au/Graphene
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results by Politou et al. [13]. This is attributed to the
multicrystalline structure of the monolayer CVD graphene.
The total measured resistance is higher for Ni contacts than for
Au contacts both before and after annealing. Raman
measurements of evaporated Ni show carbide free Ni, while
annealing induces NiC formation. This can explain the
difference in the contact resistance between Au and Ni. The
annealing also decreases sheet resistance of graphene using
either metal, but it is less than the contact resistance. This
indicates that annealing affects the contact area as well as
graphene layer.
In Fig. 4, we show extracted contact and sheet resistances of
Au, Ni contacts to graphene. We observe that RC of Au/
Graphene devices reduces from 20.5 kΩµm to 6.1 kΩµm after
2 h thermal annealing. RC of Ni/Graphene reduces from 114.9
kΩµm to 13.3 Ωµm after 2h thermal annealing. We also
manufactured NiC contacts to verify the effect of NiC
formation on observed resistances on Ni structures. For
NiC/Graphene, a 60-minute annealing reduces RC from 327.5
kΩµm to 8.1 Ωµm. Meanwhile, RSh does not show large
reduction for Au contact (from 1.2 kΩ/□ to 0.6 kΩ/□)
indicating that annealing mainly improves Au/Graphene
contacts without affecting graphene layer. The sheet resistance
on Ni contacts lowers from 3.3 kΩ/□ to 0.9 kΩ/□ after 2h
annealing. The most rapid reduction of RSh for both
Ni/Graphene and Au/Graphene contacts is observed after 4
minutes annealing, while subsequent annealing exhibits near
saturation of sheet resistance. RSh of NiC/Graphene devices
reduces from 5.4 kΩ/□ to 3.1 kΩ/□ after 60 minutes
annealing, higher than for Ni contacts.

Rc, km

A. Electrical Measurements
In Fig. 2, we show the measured CTLM resistance of
different devices for Ni (Fig. 2 (a)) and Au contacts (Fig. 2
(b)). We observe that the resistance decreases after 4 min
annealing for all measured devices proportionally to particular
structures initial resistances. Therefore, the error bars in the
CTLM analysis, shown in Fig. 3, are not directly related to
statistical fluctuations, but are caused by a particular
arrangement of multicrystalline CVD graphene. The resistance
decreases for all annealing times, but the main reduction
occurs after initial 4 minutes annealing.

RT , 
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was calibrated by the silicon peak at 520.7 nm. The 50x/0.75
objective is used to focus the spot within an individual CTLM
contact. Raman spectra peak positions and Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) are extracted from fitted Lorentzian
shape components. Raman spectra are measured at each
sample for 5 times.
Kelvin probe measurements are done using NanoScope
Dimension 3100 IVa AFM setup. Measurements were
calibrated on HOPG substrate.
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Fig. 3 shows the measured resistances of CTLM structures
at different annealing times Ni and Au CTLM patterns. The
measured resistances rapidly reduce after 4 min annealing as
compared to freshly transferred graphene sample, but in Fig.
3, we demonstrate total device resistance dependence on
distance between metal contacts just before annealing and
after 124 min annealing. However, the large distribution of the
measured resistances is observed, similar to the reported
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Fig. 4 Average contact resistance <RC> (a) and average sheet
resistance <RSh> (b) dependencies on rapid thermal annealing time
(tanneal) of Au/Graphene and Ni/Graphene contacts: each data point
consists of more than 25 experimental values

30

Fig. 3 CTLM resistance versus distance plots for (a) Ni and (b) Au
contacts. Total device resistance RT dependence on distance between
contacts d before annealing (black curve) and after 124 min annealing
(blue curve)

30

The manner of changes of contact and sheet resistance is
very similar even after different annealing steps, making it
difficult to separate how annealing affects each of these
resistances. Therefore, we have chosen to selectively analyze
structures, deciding on six samples which have lowest
resistance and six samples with the highest resistance for each
inter-contact distance of the CTLM dataset. We expect high
resistance samples to be dominated only by the contact
resistance, while low resistance samples to have a combination
of both of sheet resistance and contact resistance in the CTLM
analysis. First, we analyze Au samples, (shown in Fig. 5 (a)),
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Fig. 5 Variation of RC of Metal/Graphene devices versus annealing
time (a) RC derived from six samples of the lowest and highest
resistance of Au/Graphene devices; (b) RC derived from six samples
of the lowest and highest resistance of Ni/Graphene devices and
average resistance of NiC/Graphene devices

For Ni samples (shown in Fig. 5 (b), a similar dependence
is observed. Resistance of samples is prevailed by contact
resistance. The annealing reduces contact resistance for both
structures, but the change is larger for high resistance samples.
However, the small change observed for low resistance
structures is within the error bars. Therefore, we propose that
contact resistance on Ni structures reduces due to annealing
induced reduction of distance between metal and graphene
layer as well. This is further supported by the fact that NiC
structures also show lowering of contact resistance after
annealing, opposing the idea of continuous barrier formation
between graphene and NiC.
III. RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
The change of electrical resistance is related to a change of
the metal-graphene interface [15], [16]. Therefore, we
measured Raman spectra of the samples before and after
annealing to distinguish the mechanism of the annealing
induced contact resistance improvement. Raman spectroscopy
is a nondestructive tool to characterize graphene doping,
edges, strain and stress, disorder [6], [15], [16].
The shift of G and 2D peaks is sensitive to doping and/or
stress of graphene layer. We observe that 2D peak
demonstrates the blue-shift shift after annealing.
The shifts of G and 2D peaks are related to mainly to stress
and doping of the graphene layer. In our case, we can measure
these shifts on both metal/graphene contact, as well as
SiO2/graphene surface of the same device, to separate
annealing induced changes in contact and graphene layer.
However, we do not observe considerable G peak shift after
anneal. According to Raman spectra, graphene on SiO2
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Fig. 6 Raman spectra versus annealing time: Raman spectra obtained
of one Graphene on Nickel/Graphene device; orange curve shows
fitting of peak curves using Lorentzian peaks
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substrate does not exhibit difference whether it was transferred
on Au (Fig. 7 (a) or Ni (Fig. 7 (b)) sample. Even after
annealing, positions of G and 2D peaks are almost the same.
On the contrary, we observe huge difference of 2D peak
positions if we compare graphene transferred on different
metal contacts.

Intensity, arb.u.

where initial RC (no annealing) is almost four times lower for
samples, having low individual resistance, as compared to
samples with high resistance. However, 4-min annealing
makes contact resistances of both sets similar. This is not
affected even by the subsequent 2 h annealing. We propose
that contact resistance of large resistance structures changes
due to annealing induced reduction of distance between metal
and graphene [14]. The subsequent annealing induces further
reduction, therefore leading to constant contact resistance, and
no alloy formation between Au and graphene is expected.
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Fig. 7 Raman spectra of graphene transferred on SiO2 substrate and
metal contacts before annealing (solid line) and after 2h annealing
(dots); (a) Raman spectra of graphene transferred on SiO2 substrate
and Au contacts (b) Raman spectra of graphene transferred on SiO2
substrate and Ni contacts

A more interesting situation occurs when analyzing 2D
peak shift of graphene transferred on metal contacts (Fig. 8).
2D peak of graphene of Au/Graphene and Ni/Graphene
structures is blue-shifted by different amount after 64-min
annealing.. This indicates that annealing induced doping of the
graphene is not due to PMMA process used, but due to metal
contact under the graphene layer. Both Ni and Au induce
doping into the graphene layer, but albeit at different
quantities.
It is known that 2D peak blue-shifting is related to the
Fermi level in graphene, and we attribute the shift to the
doping by holes, as reported for PMMA based wet transfer
process [17]. Moreover, blue shift of 2D peak could be related
to reduction of stress between graphene and substrate [18]. We
also measured 2D peak shifts on NiC/Graphene contact, as the
NiC formation is known to cause an increase of graphene
contact resistance. The NiC causes a 2D peak red-shift, while
2D peak of NiC on SiO2 surface is blue shifted. The shift of
2D peak to lower energies indicates n-type induced doping
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[19]. According to the 2D peak shift of graphene on Ni
contacts, we observe n-type doping after 4 min annealing.
After further annealing steps, type of doping is similar to NiC
samples. We expect that additional annealing of PMMA
transferred samples suppresses n-type contact induced doping
to favor the PMMA induced p-type. FWHM of G and 2D of
graphene on Au and Ni contacts increases with annealing
time. It is known that increase of FWHM of G peak could be
related with disorder in graphene layer [16].

samples, transferred with PMMA. The p-doping agrees with
Raman spectroscopy measurements. Furthermore, we observe
that work function of Au/Graphene devices reaches the 4.7 eV
value. This leads to formation of 3.7 Å distance between Au
and graphene [14], [22]. The value of work function remains
almost the same with the increase of the annealing time and
close to the theoretical value of the work function separation
between Au and graphene [23].
V. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 8 Raman shift of 2D peak position versus anneal time: solid
symbol represents graphene on SiO2 (between Au (black), Ni (red)
and NiC (blue) metal contacts). Unfilled symbol represents
Au/Graphene (black), Ni/Graphene (red) and NiC/Graphene (blue)
metal contacts
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The annealing results in significant reduction of the contact
resistance for the tested Au/Graphene, Ni/Graphene, and
NiC/Graphene structures. We propose that contact resistance
decreases mainly due to reduction of distance between metal
contact and graphene layer for Au/Graphene, Ni/Graphene,
and NiC/Graphene, while higher contact resistance for Ni/
Graphene and NiC/Graphene contacts, compared to Au/
Graphene, is attributed to NiC formation during the annealing.
We measure the 2D peak shift for graphene on the SiO2 in
all tested samples. Taking into account that the 2D peak shift
can be related to the Fermi level in graphene, a p-type doping
is supposed to be in the graphene layer due to surface charges
at SiO2/graphene interface and due to PMMA residues. When
comparing graphene on top of metal structures, we observe 2D
peak shifts in different direction for Ni and Au. The Au/
Graphene interface is even more shifted towards p-type, while
Ni layer induces nearly no shift of the 2D peak. These results
indicate that mechanism for contact resistance decrease is
different between the two metals. The NiC causes a 2D peak
shift towards lower wavenumbers, indicating an n-type
induced doping. Considering similar shift for the Ni/Graphene
contact, we propose that the properties of the contact between
Ni and graphene are dependent on the formation of NiC.
KFPM shows an increase of the work function after the
annealing for Au/Graphene contacts, as expected for p-type
doped graphene.
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